STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, completely fill in the oval(s) next to your choice(s) like this:

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT

FEDERAL OFFICES

PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT
JOHN MCCAIN AND SARAH PALIN
Republican
BARACK OBAMA AND JOE BIDEN
Democratic-Republican
CYNTHIA MCKINNEY AND ROSA CLEMENTE
Green
RÓGER CALERO AND ALYSON KENNEDY
Socialist Workers
RALPH NADER AND MATT GONZALEZ
Independent
BOB BARR AND WAYNE A. ROOT
 Libertarian
CHUCK BALDWIN AND DARRELL CASTLE
Constitution

STATE OFFICES

STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 22A
DOUG MAGNUS
Republican
MIKE MC CARVEL
Democratic Farmer-Labor

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
To vote for a proposed constitutional amendment, completely fill in the oval next to the word "YES" for that question. To vote against a proposed constitutional amendment, completely fill in the oval next to the word "NO" for that question.

CLEAN WATER, WILDLIFE, CULTURAL HERITAGE AND NATURAL AREAS
Shall the Minnesota Constitution be amended to dedicate funding to protect our drinking water sources, lakes, rivers, forests, and fish, game, and wildlife habitats; to preserve our arts and cultural heritage; to support our parks and trails; and to protect, enhance, and restore our lakes, rivers, streams, and groundwater by increasing the sales and use tax rate beginning July 1, 2009, by three-eighths of one percent on taxable sales until the year 2034?


COUNTY OFFICES

COUNTY COMMISSIONER DISTRICT 5
JANE WILDLANG LANPHIER
Constitution

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 1
GENE CRAGOE
Constitution

COUNTY COMMISSIONER DISTRICT 3
NORMAN OBERGAARD
Constitution

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 3

 write-in, if any

COUNTY COMMISSIONER DISTRICT 4

 write-in, if any

 COUNTIES

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 4

 DAVE ESSELINK
 Republican

 ALLEN NUFFER
 Republican

 MAYOR
 COUNCIL MEMBER
 ANDY STEENSMA
 C. CLYDE JOHNSON
 Republican

 MAYNARD LAFLANZ
 Republican

 SCOTT WESSELS
 Republican

 TO VOTE IN FAVOR OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTION RELATING TO SUNDAY LIQUOR, PLEASE COMPLETE OVAL NEXT TO THE WORD "YES" BEFORE THE QUESTION. TO VOTE AGAINST THE QUESTION, BLACKEN THE OVAL NEXT TO THE WORD "NO" BEFORE THE QUESTION.

 CITY QUESTION 1
 SUNDAY LIQUOR

Shall the Luverne City Council be allowed to issue on-premises licenses to restaurants, clubs, bowling centers, and hotels for the sale of intoxicating liquor at retail on Sundays?

 YES

 NO

 By voting "YES" on this ballot question, you are voting for Sunday Liquor in Luverne.
INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS

To vote, completely fill in the oval(s) next to your choice(s) like this: ■

SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICES

- **DAVID RIFFEN**
- **VICKI BAARTMAN**
- **COLEEN DEUTSCH**

write-in, if any

write-in, if any

write-in, if any

SPECIAL ELECTION FOR SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 2184 (LUVERNE)

To fill vacancy in term expiring January 3, 2011

- **PEGGY ADAMS**
- **BRYCE STOLLENBERG**

write-in, if any

JUDICIAL OFFICES

- **SUPREME COURT**
  - **ASSOCIATE JUSTICE 3 Vote for One**
  - **PAUL H. ANDERSON Incumbent**
  - **TIM TINGELSTAD write-in, if any**
  - **ASSOCIATE JUSTICE 4 Vote for One**
  - **LORE SKJERVEN GILDEA Incumbent**
  - **DEBORAH HEDLUND write-in, if any**

JUDICIAL OFFICES

- **COURT OF APPEALS**
  - **JUDGE 1 Vote for One**
  - **EDWARD-TOUSSAINT, JR. Incumbent**
  - **JUDGE 8 Vote for One**
  - **THOMAS J. KALITOWSKI Incumbent**
  - **JUDGE 9 Vote for One**
  - **ROGER M. KLAPHAKE Incumbent**
  - **JUDGE 10 Vote for One**
  - **HARRIET LANSING Incumbent**
  - **JUDGE 15 Vote for One**
  - **KEVIN G. ROSS Incumbent**

5TH DISTRICT COURT

- **JUDGE 5 Vote for One**
  - **BRUCE F. GROSS Incumbent**

- **JUDGE 6 Vote for One**
  - **JUDGE 7 Vote for One**
  - **JUDGE 8 Vote for One**
  - **ROBERT D. WALKER Incumbent**
  - **JUDGE 17 Vote for One**

U.S. Senator

Precinct: Luverne On SE
Challenged ballot #: 1
Challenged by FRANKEN
Challenge reason:

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT